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ABSTRACT

Since June of 1993, an experimental GPS receiver system has been orbiting the earth
aboard a small, low-altitude, polar-orbiting satellite called RADCAL. The purpose of
the experiment was to prove the concept of using GPS for satellite navigation. If
successful, the system would also provide a backup to the satellite's primary
navigation beacon. The goal: provide position and velocity data to an accuracy of
three to five meters, and provide attitude data to within a degree. The configuration of
the RADCAL GPS experiment precluded realtime feedback loops for navigation; the
data was stored and downloaded after a designated collection period. On the ground, a
lengthy process was used to yield the position and attitude data days after the
collection event. The GPS receivers and ground equipment were configured in several
modes; they ultimately yielded a position accuracy of five meters, and attitude of two
degrees. This was the original goal, and the experiment was considered successful.
However, one of the receivers failed in November 1993, and the other failed in
January 1995. The GPS receivers were commercially available and not spaceflight
proven; they were suspected of being vulnerable to single-event upsets and latchups.
This turned out to be the cause of the failure of both receivers. The interface between
the GPS receivers and RADCAL's other subsystems proved to be the area which could
not tolerate corrupt data. The single-event latchups problems would ultimately lead to
the failure of the receivers. These difficulties, as well as other lesser obstacles, provide
a host of lessons learned for future satellite navigation systems.
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BACKGROUND

The Air Force's Radar Calibration (RADCAL) satellite was launched in June of 1993
to provide C-band radars with a space-based radar calibration target. For a calibration
system to operate correctly, it is necessary to precisely determine the location of the
target satellite. An onboard beacon transmitter, in conjunction with a group of ground
receivers, accurately provides the primary positioning system for RADCAL.

In addition to the beacon system, the Aerospace Corporation requested that an
experimental position determination platform be installed onboard RADCAL: a set of
Global Positioning System (GPS) receivers.

The idea of placing GPS receivers onboard a satellite as a navigation system is not
new. Previous programs such as TOPEX used high-end, precision-code, 200-lb. GPS
receivers to assist in realtime position determination.

RADCAL, however, uses inexpensive, coarse-acquisition-code (C/A) receivers
weighing four pounds each. Because the raw data coming from RADCAL's system
was obscured with a selective availability mask, special data processing was
accomplished on the ground to determine satellite position/velocity and attitude on a
non-realtime basis.

PROGRAM GOAL

The original mission set forth for the GPS experiment was to prove the concept of
using inexpensive C/A code GPS receivers for satellite navigation (position/velocity
and attitude determination). The goal was to achieve an accuracy of three to five
meters in satellite position, and one degree in attitude.

THE EQUIPMENT

The experiment consists of two Trimble Advanced Navigation Sensor (TANS)
Quadrex receivers, four antennas, and four preamplifiers. The TANS is a 6-channel
Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver that provides position, velocity, time, and
other related information to external data terminals. The TANS is designed for use in
dynamic applications where low power consumption, light weight, small size, and low
cost are desired. The TANS is a reliable, rugged, commercial sensor designed to work
in the military environment.

There are four GPS antennas mounted on the zenith or non-Earth pointing side of the
satellite (see figure 1). The antennas are arranged in a square pattern around the base



Figure 1. RADCAL Satellite showing GPS Experiment.

of the gravity-gradient boom. The four preamplifiers are mounted just below each
antenna on the interior of the spacecraft main body. The four antenna/preamplifier
groups are cross-cabled to both GPS receivers. The configuration provides for
complete redundancy of the receivers. The two receivers are connected to the satellite
CPU. There are three megabytes of random access memory (RAM) on-board for
storage of the data.

THE PROCESS

A diagram showing the data collection, processing and distribution is depicted in
figure 2.
Below is a description of each of the steps:

Ø User Request:
GPS data is collected at the request of radar users or GPS experimenters. The amount
and type of GPS data collected depends on the specific user or experiment to be
conducted.



Figure 2. GPS Data Collection Processing

Ù Satellite Commanding:
The RADCAL ground station in Sunnyvale, California upload commands to satellite
queue for timed collection of GPS data.

Ú Data Collection:
A typical collection period was twenty four hours. Every thirty seconds, the RADCAL
CPU sent a set of instructions (stored in RAM) to the active GPS receiver. Usually,
the receiver was instructed to format its position, velocity, and pseudo-range in a
earth-centered, earth-fixed coordinate system. The receiver would perform the
calculation, then output these "fixes" to the three-megabyte RAM space. During a
twenty four hour collection, approximately 1.2 megabytes of data would be collected.
Though we could increase the amount of data collected, we imposed a limit of 1.2
megabytes to allow us to download the entire data buffer in one satellite visibility
pass.



Û Data Download:
After the collection is complete, the RADCAL ground station flight controllers
scheduled a communication event with the satellite in which the data is downloaded to
the ground at a rate of 19.2 kilobytes per second. The satellite's communication
interface cuts the data into 2,059-byte frames. The satellite could download a
maximum of 600 frames (just over 1.2 megabytes) during a given communication
event. Once the data was received in the ground transceiver, it was shipped to the
ground telemetry and commanding computer. There, the data was stripped of its
communication frame headers and combined into one large file.

Ü Data Processing:
The single large GPS data file was stored on a floppy disk and hand delivered to the
Test Data Analysis Center. The Test Data Analysis Center is a secure facility at
Onizuka Air Force Base where the selective availability mask could be removed (on a
Dell PC), and the data was put through several iterations of a smoothing algorithm (on
a Sun Workstation). The smoothing algorithm, named TRACE, was created by the
Aerospace Corporation. The finished product was a list of the RADCAL satellite's
position and velocity at standard time intervals, in earth-centered, earth-fixed (E, F, G
and E-dot, F-dot, G-dot) coordinates.

Ý Data Distribution:
The position and velocity data was then returned to the RADCAL ground station for
distribution to users on the TECNET bulletin board system, and compared with
ephemeris data derived from other sources, such as the RADCAL beacon system or
range vernier processing.

RESULTS

The onboard receivers output raw position fix data, or Time Space Position
Information (TSPI), as shown in Table 1. A great deal of additional data is output as
well; this table only reflects an example.

Figure 3 shows GPS data compared to the highly reliable doppler data. This
comparison agrees to within five meters, one sigma. Several GPS data collections met
this mission goal, and the experiment was deemed a success. On many occasions,
however, the accuracy was ten meters, one sigma. While this was outside the program
goal, radar operators concluded that the achieved accuracy of five to ten meters was
more than suitable for radar calibration. It should be emphasized that the GPS payload
was a proof-of-concept experiment. The requirement was not that the accuracy of data
be regularly repeated as an operational requirement, but to determine if a specific
accuracy could be achieved using this equipment configuration.



Table 1. Example of GPS Receiver Output Position fix

Position Position Position Date / Time
X-coord. Y-coord. Z-coord.

4894186.13 5307559.07 -215907.39 Sun 1:06:59.252

Latitude Longitude Altitude Date / Time

143.388 S 47 19.221 E 844752.61 Sun 1:06:59.252

Velocity Velocity Velocity Date / Time
Xdot-coord. Ydot-coord. Zdot-coord.

531.2 -113.05 7414.53 Sun 1:06:59.252

Tracking Mode Satellite ID’s

Manual 4 Sat 2 15 19 14
(3-D)

PDOP HDOP VDOP TDOP

4.5 2.25 3.9 2.69

Figure 3. A graph showing a comparison between GPS derived data and doppler
derived position data. This collection was over a 24 hour period.



 Receiver A failed after five months on-orbit most probably due to a
Single-Event-Latchup (SEL). However, receiver B lasted for a total of 22 months.
This far exceeded the design life of one year. In this case, the redundancy allowed us
to continue the experiment.

 The experiment was also a success for attitude determination. With extensive
post-realtime processing by investigators at Stanford University, attitude data was
generated with accuracies of approximately two degrees. This approached the
theoretical maximum based on the configuration of the antennas and the quality of the
receivers. This approach was deemed so successful that a similar configuration was
used on the REX II satellite built later by CTA Space Systems (manufacturers of the
RADCAL satellite). The REX II satellite uses the receivers for real-time attitude
feedback to control magnetic torquers. Magnetic torquers control the orientation of the
satellite by magnetically interacting with the Earth's magnetic field.

LESSONS LEARNED

After operating these receivers from start-up through end-of-life, the experience
gained has allowed us to formulate certain conclusions. These lessons are itemized
below:

A limitation of the receivers which surfaced early on was that the receivers are very
vulnerable to single-event-latchups (SEL). SEL' s are induced by high energy particles
from the Sun. These particles cause memory addresses to fail either high or low.
Cycling the power to the receivers does not correct this problem. The consequence of
this failure: partially corrupt data from one receiver and totally corrupt data from the
other.

Another limitation exists in the interface between the RADCAL CPU and the GPS
package. The query-response software algorithms were too strict. Corrupt data coming
from the GPS receivers to the satellite CPU has caused hangups within the CPU. This
deficiency has resulted in satellite resets; A satellite reset would clear all memory
locations and reload the satellite software—an undesirable condition. Perhaps a more
simplex approach to data handling would be more appropriate.

RFI was present between the GPS receivers and other radio frequency sources on the
satellite. This problem was minimized by switching GPS satellite acquisition
strategies. The default strategy is high PDOP (Position Dilution Of Precision), that is,
using four GPS satellites for position determination based on their geometric
dispersion in relation to the satellite in the sky above the receivers. The strategy was



switched to high elevation mode, where four satellites are selected based on their
elevation. This switch resulted in the GPS signal strength improvement, and the
expected degradation in position fixes was not significant.

While the GPS receiver firmware was very powerful (allowing enormous flexibility
for collecting GPS data), there were commands that could be sent that would cause
permanent damage to the receiver. The flexibility may not be worth the risk in an
operational payload. Ground station software might best be written to restrict these
commands.

The GPS data in our workig model required some classified processing to reach the
five-meter accuracy goal. The classified processing entailed using cryptographic keys
loaded into a special PC located in a TEMPEST approved room. Differential
processing (also called DGPS) is unclassified and may provide a reasonable
alternative. Differential processing can be as accurate as the cryptographic methods,
however, it does require a more powerful computer than a PC.

The RADCAL satellite is furnished with a CPU safing mechanism. This is a
37-minute watchdog timer that resets the satellite CPU if a system hangup allows the
timer to expire. The timer proved very useful to satellite operations. On several
occassions, the timer expired when the GPS payload malfunctioned. When this
time-out occurred, the satellite would reset all of its subsystems, clearing the GPS
problem. If resources are not available for the most robust interfaces, the 37-minute
timer provides a safety net. As the receivers failed for one reason or another, the
37-minute timer recovered the satellite into a safe-mode after restarting the CPU.

CONCLUSION

The most important lesson we learned is that these receivers provided good navigation
data when used in conjunction with a solid ground-based system for decoding and
smoothing the data. If your application is similar to those described in this paper, then
a GPS configuration of this type would be excellent choice.
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